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Abstract
Responsible mineral sourcing and recycling are an integral part of the array of innovative solutions a material
solution provider can offer to the semiconductor ecosystem. In this talk both the logic and the business sense
will be explored that are driving the development of urban mining.
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Abstract
A circular economy is a model for economic activity that is restorative and regenerative by design. This 
contrasts with the conventional linear model – take, make and waste – that has largely dominated production
design since that advent of the industrial revolution. To early industrialists the combination of non-animal 
power sources (steam) with seemingly unlimited material resources promised ever increasing production and
decreasing cost. We know now that both energy and material are ultimately scarce and consumption of both 
carries unacceptable costs paid ultimately by the degradation of our shared environment. Circular economic 
design recognizes these costs and emphasizes reuse, sharing, repair, refurbishment, remanufacturing and 
recycling of materials through a circle of value, creating a closed system that reduces the consumption of 
resources and the creation of waste and pollution. Environmental costs are minimized, and economic 
benefits enhanced by more efficient use of resources.
Driven by our commitment to sustainable manufacturing and environmental stewardship, Edwards has 
adopted the principles of circular economy across our design, production and support operations. For 
example, our dedicated EUV lithography vacuum and abatement system (EUV Zenith) benefits from circular 
methods throughout its lifecycle.
EUV vacuum and abatement is one example of an implementation of circular economic principles. By 
adopting these principles throughout our industry we can realize significant benefits, both economic and 
environmental.
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Abstract
DAS’ vision is to contribute to achieving an optimum balance between industrial growth and the preservation 
of natural resources. Hence, a strong emphasis has been placed on optimizing our systems towards limiting 
the use of resources.
We will present an example for reduction of water consumption of a wet scrubber system by changing the 
mode of operation and a further example for reuse of water from one system in another type of system.
In the next step towards circular economy, DAS is currently developing solutions for turning semiconductor 
waste streams that are costly and difficult to handle into valuable resources.
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Abstract
Some smartphone brands incorporate increasingly Circular Economy approaches in their business and 
design strategies. This presentation will adress some of these approaches and discuss the pros and cons of 
these. Design and product use patterns have to be a good match to yield a better "sustainability". Design 
concepts, such as various types of modularity, require e.g. a willingness of consumers to repair devices or 
manufacturers to put in place a return policy for used units. Modularity includes modules on the mainboard 
level, targeting at better reusability of individual functional blocks, but also fully open modularity platforms 
allowing third parties to build smartphone modules, which are compatible with those modules manufactured 
by others. Modularity however is not "for free": Modularity requires additional materials and components to 
connect and house modules. This has to be offset by a longer lifetime of the product. Circular design without 
changing economic cycles will not work out.
At end of life research targets at better recyclability of some spice metals, which are not yet recovered in 
state-of-the-art smelters. Robotics are a way forward to extract components containing specific elements for 
a separate treatment. The presentation will give some insights in increasing the recycling potential through 
such approaches. Chosen examples are neodymium, tantalum and tungsten.
Legislation and standardisation try to keep pace with these trends. Policy intends to regulate mobile ICT 
devices under the European ecodesign regulation. The presentation will touch on the latest developments 
and will give an outlook on possible consequences for the smartphone market.
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